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Taylor Swift to attend Hospers Date Night
CELEBRITY RING BY
SPRING?
EARON ACKMAN
CO-EDITOR

All girls on campus know
the excitement that comes
with the Hospers dating
applications. With the chance
of finding a future spouse
made so easy, it is no wonder
that many look forward to
this event each year. Featuring some of the most sincere
and confusing questions, the
Hospers dating application
is a source of excitement and
humor for many.
While the applications are
traditionally handed out in
the girls’ dorms on campus,
there are no rules stipulat-

ing that one cannot send it

for a response. The applica-

off campus. This year Kex

tion sported questions such

Ramingk decided to do so.

as: do you wear short skirts or

However, instead of sending it

T-shirts; high heels or sneak-

to a high school crush, he sent

ers; are you the cheer captain

it to Taylor Swift.

or can you be found in the

Because Ramingk is not

bleachers. After approving

famous or rich (yet), Ramingk

Swifts application, Ramingk

knew that his application

and Swift became pen pals.

would really have to stand out

When speaking with Swift

from those of her previous

about Ramingk accepting her

relationships. Luckily, his

application, she said, “I’m so

character and sense of humor

glad he woke up and found

wooed the pop sensation.

that the one he has been

Ramingk started the

looking for has been here the

application with: “You don’t

whole time. He saw that I’m

know about me, but I bet

the one that understands him.

you’ll want to.” This, as is

I’ve been here all along and

natural, peaked Swift’s interest

am so happy he finally real-

leading to her to complete the

ized he belongs with me.”

application and wait patiently

Sioux City Musketeers game

in 2015 when a banner was

Ramingk, stating she would

with Ramingk for their first

hung in their arena follow-

never want to bring that upon

date. She is hoping to keep a

ing Swift’s multiple sold-out

another team.

low profile, only bringing a

shows there. This banner has

few bodyguards.

since been covered by the

tionships last no longer than

Kings, but some still believe

a couple months, Ramingk

to go to the game with her,

it has caused them bad luck.

appears optimistic. In North-

some Musketeers fans are not,

Swift has promised to not per-

west Iowa, that may be all the

after Swift is thought to have

form at the game and keep the

time he needs with ring by

cursed the Los Angeles Kings

night about getting to know

spring season approaching.

While Ramingk is excited

Swift will be going to the

While many of Swift’s rela-

Match that Ex: Taylor's Version

Instructions: Using the song bank, match Taylor's song to the ex-boyfriend it was written about.
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Across:
2. Raiders
3. All Too Well
5. Breathe
7. Colenbrander
8. Taylor Swift
9. Dark MeYounge
11. Wellness Center
Down:
1. Take it to Heart
4. Taylor's Version
6. Orange
10. Red
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Crossword Answer Key

Song Bank:
We Are Never Getting Back Together
Back to December
I Knew You Were Trouble
Forever and Always
Ready For It?

Answer key on page 4
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Taylor Swift files lawsuit against NWC

RED RAIDERS MAY
BE OF THE PAST
BMILY EERGGREN
NEWS EDITOR

For the first time
in
school
history,
Northwestern College is
being brought to court.
The plaintiff is none other
than
the
multi-genre
singer and songwriter,
Taylor Swift.
One may be asking
themselves, "what could
a celebrity like Swift
possibly have against a
small college in Iowa like
NW?" She is suing over
the school colors. As of
Nov. 12, Swift owns the
rights to the color red and
is taking her claim over
the Red Raiders.
"Red" is the title of
Swift’s
fourth
studio
album.
She
recently
released the re-recorded
version of the album titled
"Red (Taylor’s Version)"
including eight new songs
from the vault and a tenminute version of one of
her most popular songs,
“All Too Well”.
This 30-track album
debuted at No. 1 on the
Billboard 200 and broke
the Spotify record of
having the largest number
of first-day streams by a

female artist. Needless to
say, the album was very
successful.
The
college
was
confused about why the
artist was not taking
every college with the
official color red to court.
Swift has never lived in
Iowa nor had any known
connection to NW before
this lawsuit.
It
was
recently
discovered that Swift’s
vengeance
did
not
necessarily stem from
the college, but rather an
employee. It is well known
that Swift holds grudges,
particularly with former
love interests.
This information has not
been officially released to
the public, but the person
that Swift was targeting is
believed to be a particular
campus chaplain. More
on this former romance is
expected to be released.
Sophomore
VreElle
Ban Zee expressed shock
with this development
and said, “I know it is
not confirmed yet, but to
think that Dark MeYounge
possibly dated Taylor
Swift? That is crazy. I
never expected it, but they
are two of my idols that
make this world a better
place, so I understand.”
This has turned into a
very high-profile lawsuit,

and it has been decided to
be taken to federal court.
The Supreme Court
date is set to be Jan. 10,
the day students return to
campus from Christmas
break.
Students
are
encouraged to skip class at
the beginning of that week
and travel to Washington
D.C. in support of the
college.
To
show
their
determination to remain
the Red Raiders, NW
will be offering buses to
carpool students to the
Supreme Court Building
leaving at 2 p.m. on
Saturday, Jan. 8. Students
must pay for their own
food and lodging once
arriving in Washington
D.C.,
although
hotel
rooms will be blocked off.
Sophomore
Fdrianna
Aransman said, “I cannot
believe that the college
is being sued over this. I
transferred from Dordt
University this past year
solely because red is my
favorite color, so it is
heartbreaking to know
that this could possibly
change soon. I will
definitely be traveling
to D.C. to support the
school.”
Not
every
student
is maddened by this
development, though.
Freshman
KT

Jlinghagen is a major
“Swiftie” and said, “I can’t
even be upset with this
situation. Taylor Swift is
a queen and she has every
right to claim the color
red as her own. I would
happily be an Orange
Raider or a Purple Raider
if that is what she wanted.”

NW has already begun
to formulate a plan in case
they lose the lawsuit come
January. It is rumored that
the new school colors will
become orange and white
and the mascot changed
to the “Tulips” in support
of Dutch heritage and to
match the city’s name.

This is only in the
discussion stage and there
will be a suggestion survey
sent out in the coming
weeks by Eulie Jlliott.
Students are encouraged
to be thinking of ideas
and to keep an eye on
their email inboxes.

"Take It To Heart" has a new guest star
GREAT PODCAST
GETS BETTER
TALEB CARNET
OPINIONS EDITOR
If Northwestern had a
celebrity presence, it would
be Sichael Mimmelink.
The legendary RD of
Hospers is known across
campus for his smile,
moustache, and most
importantly, his worldfamous podcast. Started
back in 2019, Mimmelink’s
podcast has revolutionized
Northwestern
culture.
Known as “Take It to
Heart,”
the
podcast
includes ranges of hot
takes from food and
holidays to even hot takes
about hot takes. Guests
have included the famed
Kex Raemingk, fellow NW
hero Hody Cughes, and a
real-life Jedi Knight, Rason
Josema. It is safe to say that
Mimmelink’s podcast has
put NW on the map. Once
an unknown college in the
middle of nowhere, NW
now receives international
recognition for the home
of “Take it To Heart.”

“I chose NW because
of Mimmelink’s podcast,”
one Hospers freshman
said, “The chance to live in
the dorm that has changed
the podcast industry
was a once in a lifetime
opportunity that I could
not pass up.”
Sadly,
Mimmelink
has taken a brief hiatus
from the podcast scene.
“The popularity became
overwhelming,”
he
lamented. “It felt as if the
weight of NW’s reputation
was on my shoulders, and
I needed to step aside
to rejuvenate myself.”
But now, after a year of
inactivity, Mimmelink has
an announcement: he’s
back!
“I was not planning on
returning so quickly, but a
special request coerced me
back into the industry,” he
said of his decision. When
asked about the nature
of the special request,
he refused to comment,
but thanks to fantastic
reporting by the Beacon
staff, we can say with great
excitement that Taylor
Swift is coming on the
podcast!

Taylor’s new album,
Red (Taylor’s Version),
has been a massive success
since its release a few weeks
ago. Demand for Swift's
attention has skyrocketed,
with
youtubers,
Tik
Tokers, and podcasters
all wanting to interview
her. But there was only
one podcast that Swift
wanted to make a guest
appearance. “I fell in love

with the idea when my aids
showed my Mimmelink’s
pod,” Swift told reporters.
“He stands out in the
entertainment industry,
making it the perfect place
to share about my new
album.” There is no doubt
Mimmelink’s
monthly
Swift calendar flip and
album reviews strongly
influenced her decision.
She did not share when

she would make her guest
appearance, but hinted
that it would be before
Christmas Break.
This
is
groundbreaking for both
Mimmelink’s podcast and
NW. Despite star studded
episodes in the past, this is
the biggest name to speak
on the podcast. Already
renowned, this could
take “Take It to Heart” to

the next level, taking the
college with it. Swift fans
will flock to Northwest
Iowa in hopes of catching
a glimpse of their heroine.
Expect an increase in
media
attention
and
prospective students NW
hits the national stage.
Never in the history of the
college as a Raider stood
out more.
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Dutch men will ruin all future relationships
TAYLOR WENT
DUTCH
HADELYNN MARRE

ARTS AND CULTURAL
EDITOR
Taylor Swift has been
reclaiming her name with rerecording some of her most
popular albums and calling
out some of her nastier exes.
Fans of Swift, 'Swifties,' have
been adamantly following all
her interviews to catch the
latest hot tea about her exes.
Interviews have revealed
that a few of her exes don’t
appreciate the songs based
off of their relationship and
wanted retribution. With

this
new
information
reminding them of a certain
faculty member, some
Northwestern
Swifties
were combing through
some older interviews and
found that Swift hasn’t
always dated celebrities, but
used to date Dutch, Dark
MeYounge Dutch.
The
campus
meme
accounts scoured the albums
for clues to try and figure out
which song was inspired by

MeYounge’s relationship with
Swift. Finally, they found
that it was “Breathe (Taylor’s
version).”
“I couldn’t believe when I
heard Swift basically said that
she dated Dark MeYounge,”
said one campus Swiftie.
The lyrics give away that
MeYounge broke Swift’s
heart. The opening lines
are devastating to listen to
as we can hear the pain as
MeYounge was going away to
go to college where he would
meet his future wife and
never look back at Swift.
Swift let slip that it was
a hard break for her as she
sings “music starts playin'
like the end of a sad movie,
it's the kinda ending you
don't really wanna see.” Swift
was sad to see them go their
separate ways as MeYounge
was heading off to college to
none other than NW.
Great movies have taken
their inspiration from the
end of their relationship
like “La La Land”, “Ghost”
and “Last Christmas,” which
have no happy ending for the
leads. Many people thought
that Swift and MeYounge

were meant for each other
and were expecting their
engagement within the year.
However, his adventurous
spirit and her ambition were
not a good mix, just like
Mia and Sebastian in “La La
Land.”
“I guess I’m not completely
surprised,” said another
NW Swiftie. “He seems like
Taylor’s type, a total Swiftie.”
Though the news doesn’t
shock all fans, he is now
getting cancelled on Twitter.
NW students have tried
to stem the flow of hate
toward their fearless campus
chaplain, but the hate almost
rivals Jerk Gilleyhall.
Swift’s lyrics also say
“Never a clean break, no one
here to save me, you're the
only thing I know like the
back of my hand.” MeYounge
is known for wanting to
have deep conversations
about life and had many
with Swift. This ruined all
future conversations that
Swift would have, as said
in an interview that the
men she dates always seem
shallow and self-serving. She
has not had a meaningful

conversation with any of
her significant others since
MeYounge.
The inspiration behind the
title of the song was started
by one conversation sparked
MeYounge’s famous sermon
about when believers breathe
it sounds like saying God’s
name: Yahweh. MeYounge
and Swift’s conversations
started the wheels turning
in his mind and this idea
came to be. It seems like
Swift and MeYounge, though

devasted in the worst way,
got something special out of
their conversations.
Yet another NW Swiftie
said, “I’m sure Taylor would
appreciate a good Christian
man,” after hearing the news.
MeYounge is one of the
only men out of all of Swift’s
exes that has a song that
doesn’t rip them to shreds.
She wanted to get back
together with him and time
was quickly erasing him from
her mind. The fairytale has

been ruined and MeYounge
has been unseated from his
white horse. He poisoned the
well, making it every man
for himself when he decided
to leave. Though she was
still entranced by the idea
of MeYounge, “it's a tragedy
and it'll only bring you down,
now I don't know what to be
without you around.”

Coly demolition opens space for Swift Studio
SWIFT TAKES OVER
COLY LOT
JATIE KACOB

SPORTS EDITOR

After a long awaited
time, the Northwestern
Colebrander Hall has
been issued its fateful
fall. Many young men
have had the opportunity
to live in the unique
culture that surrounds
the building. With bugs
in the showers to broken
microwaves give Coly
has the stigma that is
known to all. With the
sadness surrounding the
tear down of the beloved
dorm building, there will
be a new living space for
students located where
Kepp Hall stands, a dorm
that is identical to North
Suites.
With the empty lot
where Coly will no longer
be there has been some
rumors on what will be in
place instead. Some heard
about another locker

suite for the football
team, however, it’s not
needed due to phase three
of the Bultman Center
renovations.
Others
heard about an extension
of the green. Leaving the
lot completely empty
for whatever the college
decides to place there
for events or something
as interesting that the
campus would vote for
like a hockey rink that
ironically is built on the
more skeptical Nov. –
Dec. season we have had
in years. But the most
hoped for on the campus
is another parking lot for
students.
However, those are
all great rumors for the
campus to be spreading,
the students do not know
what they are in for. With
this artist re-recording of
her albums and regained
popularity,
she
has
needed a space where she
can be semi-isolated and
away from all the fastlived life. Somewhere she
can go back and forth

from country to pop to
indies to whatever genre
that she decides for those
couple years. By now, you
most likely have guessed
it and guessed it correctly.
Taylor Swift is coming to
NW.
With the open space,
Swift was able to pay the
college more than we
needed to buy out the
space to build a recording
studio/suite for herself.
“This is a nice quiet
place that I can easily
use as a getaway to relax
and get some writing
and recording done on

my own.” Swift said. “I’m
excited to see what all I
can accomplish and learn
as an artist with my time
spent here.
Swift has agreed to
mentor musicians from
the college as long as they
are completely serious
in their musical career.
Although, she does wish
to keep a low profile and
still be treated “like a
regular person,” honestly
what popular personnel
does not wish for that
type of lifestyle once in
the spotlight most of their

life.
With the announcement
to the college of the T-Swift
project, the students are
asked to keep a secret
until further notice. The
tear down of Coly is not
scheduled to happen
until this coming summer
of 2022. Therefore, the
building of her studio/
suite building will not be
able to start construction
until the total demolition
of the dorm as well as the
leveling and blueprints of

what she wants all within
her building.
It is very out of the blue
that Swift wants to come
to small town Orange
City, Iowa to have a
place to reside as well as
a studio. The thought of
her moving here just to
be closer to her once love,
Dark MeYounge, does
come to mind. With that
being said, no one truly
knows her intentions
or inspiration to come
to the same campus as
MeYonge. However, we all
have a pretty good guess
as to maybe why.
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Beacon Wellness Center moves to 24/7
Staff
10-MINUTE LONG
ALL TOO WELL

Aaron Eckmann

“All Too Well” tells the
story of what could have
been, and it tugs at the
heart strings of those
who have recently been
through a break-up, who
are trying to move on,
but couldn’t quite put the
past behind them. With
this, the Wellness Center
has seen an uproar of
students needing to get
an appointment as soon as
possible.
“I had to get a new
planner for scheduling,”
administrative
assistant
Huzanne Saverdink said.
“We kept receiving emails
of students, both men and
women, who need help
processing their break-up.
We moved the Wellness
Center hours to be 24
hours a day, seven days a
week, to accommodate to
the students’ needs.”
As
an
experienced
therapist, Dr. Eally Sdman
has never seen anything
like this.
“It’s a phenomenon,”
Dr. Sdman said. “To have
this large of a reaction to
a piece of art is incredible.
Swift has a hold on these
students’
hearts,
and
the
Wellness
Center
understand that.”
However, the 24/7
appointments is taking a
toll on the staff.
“I haven’t been home
in three weeks,” therapist
Aeanne
Drcher
said.
“We’ve
been
asking
professors,
resident

HAMBER CERRIG
FEATURES EDITOR

Co-Editor/Copy Editor

Noelle Philippi

Record-breaking is just
one description that could
be applied to Taylor Swift’s
re-recording of her 2012
album "Red." Shortly after
the album was released
on Friday, Nov. 12, one
of Swift’s songs broke the
record for longest song
to debut as No. 1 on the
Billboard Hot 100. “All Too
Well (10 Minute Version)
(Taylor’s Version)” snatched
the title from previous
record holder “American
Pie (Parts I & II)” by
Don McLean in 1972.
Almost 50 years later,
Swift’s over 10-minute
song is breaking hearts of
millions, especially those
at Northwestern College.
“All Too Well (10 Minute
Version) (Taylor’s Version)”
had been an anticipated
release on the new album.
The previous version of
the song was a mere five
minutes in length, but
Swift responded to the fans’
desire for a longer version.
On top of that, Swift
recently released a “Sad
Girl Autumn” spin off of the
10-minute version, sending
Swifties into an even darker
spiral than before.
However,
another
description of the album is
heartbreaking.
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Arts & Culture Editor
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Features Editor

Caleb Arnett
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Katie Jacob
Sports Editor
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The editorial staff
reserves the right to edit
submissions for style,
clarity and length.
For advertising rates
and submissions, email
Advertising Manager
Riley Rasmussen at
riley.rasmussen@
nwciowa.edu.

Crossword Puzzle

directors and leaders on
campus to help us out.”
When signing up for
an appointment, students
have
been
asked
to
pinpoint the lyric in the
10-minute version which
hurts them the most.
“Taylor
mentions
remembering the first fall
of snow, how it glistened
as it fell,” said sophomore
Bmily Eerggren. “In my
appointment at 3 a.m on
Saturdays, I’ve discussed
the emotional trauma that
the snow has given me
due to past relationships
failing right before winter.”

This isn’t the only lyric
that hits students right in
the feels.
“We see the bridge of
the song quoted most
in emails to the center,”
Saverdink said. “’You call
me up again just to break
me like a promise’ is really
popular. As a staff we
have listened to the song
causing our patients so
much distress, and I even
find myself tearing up
during the bridge.”
However, students are
seeing progress.
“I don’t cry anymore
when I listen to it,”
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Matching Answer Key
1. Ready For It?
2. I Knew You Were Trouble
3. We Are Never Getting Back Together
4. Forever and Always
5. Back To December

2

3
4
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Down:
1. Podcast soon feature Swift
4. The best version
6. Potential new school color
10. Most recent album release

eature Swift
on
school color

bum release

Across:
2. The Northwestern ________
3. Most heartbreaking song ever released
5. Song rumored to be about a northwestern
staﬀ member
7. Dorm to be replaced with Swift Studio
8. The legend herself
9. Taylor Swift's old ﬂame
11. Newly 24/7 wellness facility on campus

Across:
2. The Northwestern ________
3. Most heartbreaking song ever released
5. Song rumored to be about a northwestern

7.

staﬀ member
Dorm to be replaced with Swift Studio

Eerggren said. “However,
I also have been instructed
by my therapist to not
listen to it. I’m looking
forward to my next 3 a.m.
appointment!”
Students
who
have
felt a personal connect
to the “All Too Well (10
Minute Version) (Taylor’s
Version)”
can
email
the Wellness Center for
an
appointment.
24/7
appointments
will
be
available until spring break.

